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Abstract. There are some base characters with specified quality score value in the initial sequence
reads. The base characters need the bioinformatics analysis method to mask such as mask by quality
score. In the other hand, there are many sequence reads need the bioinformatics analysis method to
reverse complement such as reverse-complement. For learning the masking and reverse complement
method of the sequence reads, we select some initial sequence reads for the masking and reverse
complement experiments, and compare the experiment results of mask by quality score and
reverse-complement.
Introduction
With the application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, bioinformatics analysis
method for sequences have developed rapidly. Biological sequences are including DNA-seq,
RNA-seq, Protein sequences, and etc al. For RNA-Seq is one of the applications of NGS, the NGS
technology has become an important research on the transcriptomics [1]. FASTQ format is a
text-based format for storing both a biological sequence and its corresponding quality scores. Both the
sequence letter and quality score are each encoded with a single ASCII character for brevity. It was
originally developed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute to bundle a FASTA sequence and its
quality data, but has recently become the de facto standard for storing the output of high-throughput
sequencing instruments such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer [2].
In the initial sequence reads with FASTQ format, we can mask the base characters with specified
quality score value. The corresponding software of bioinformatics analysis method is mask by quality
score [3] [4]. However, we can reverse complement the initial sequence reads including the quality
scores, and the software of bioinformatics analysis method is reverse-complement [5]. For the above
two software have been integrated into Galaxy [6] [7] [8]. In this paper, we select some initial
sequence reads, and do the experiments on Galaxy for learning the masking and reverse complement
method of the sequence reads. Then, we compare the experiment results of mask by quality score and
reverse-complement.
Phred Quality Score in FASTQ Format
Phred quality scores [9] [10] have become widely accepted to characterize the quality of the sequence
reads, and can be used to compare the efficacy of different sequencing methods. Perhaps the most
important use of Phred quality scores is the automatic determination of accurate, quality-based
consensus sequences. Phred quality scores are defined as a property which is logarithmically related
to the base-calling error probabilities in FASTQ format file.
The following is the quality value characters in left-to-right increasing order of quality with ASCII
format for Illumina 1.8+-assigned [11] identifier and the quality value characters are 0 to 41 with
ASCII format
!"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJ
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The following is an initial sequence reads for the experiment.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
TCTGATCAGATGGTGTAAAATTTGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCA
+
?@?BBDDDD<:<D+<<?EIBAEHDEHAEHFI>B?6:C@?90:00?BDD

Mask by Quality Score Experiment
In this paper, we respectively set quality score as 20, 25, 30, and respectively mask the above initial
sequence reads with mask by quality score software on Galaxy as in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Mask by quality score on Galaxy
In the first experiment result for setting quality score as 20, we can see that the base characters (the
quality value characters is at left of “5” ASCII format) are masked by “N”, and we set “N” as red bole
type.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
TCTGATCAGATGGNGTAAAATTTGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCANGNNACTCCA
+
?@?BBDDDD<:<D+<<?EIBAEHDEHAEHFI>B?6:C@?90:00?BDD>?

In the second experiment result for setting quality score as 25, we can see that the base characters
(the quality value characters is at left of “:” ASCII format) are masked by “N”, and we set “N” as red
bole type.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
TCTGATCAGANGGNGTAAAATTTGGAATTCTCGGNNGCCNNNNNACTCCA
+
?@?BBDDDD<:<D+<<?EIBAEHDEHAEHFI>B?6:C@?90:00?BDD>?

In the third experiment result for setting quality score as 30, we can see that the base characters (the
quality value characters is at left of “?” ASCII format) are masked by “N”, and we set “N” as red bole
type.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
NCNGATCAGNNNGNNNNAAATTTGGAATTCTNGNNNGCNNNNNNNCTCNN
+
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?@?BBDDDD<:<D+<<?EIBAEHDEHAEHFI>B?6:C@?90:00?BDD>?

In the third experiment result for setting quality score as 35, we can see that the base characters (the
quality value characters is at left of “D” ASCII format) are masked by “N”, and we set “N” as red bole
type.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNTTNGANTTCTNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
+
?@?BBDDDD<:<D+<<?EIBAEHDEHAEHFI>B?6:C@?90:00?BDD>?

Reverse-complement Experiment
In this paper, we reverse complement the above initial sequence reads with reverse-complement
software on Galaxy as in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Reverse-complement software on Galaxy
Reverse is means that reverse the base characters order of the sequence reads, and complement is
means that complement between the four nitrogenous bases. The four nitrogenous bases is (A)
adenine, (T) thymine, (C) cytosine, and (G) guanine. A complement with T, and C complement with
G. If the base characters include the quality scores, the quality scores should be reversed too. The
experiment result is as following.
@HWI-ST1268:95:D1MY0ACXX:4:1101:5643:2140 1:N:0:AGTTCC
TGGAGTTCCTTGGCACCCGAGAATTCCAAATTTTACACCATCTGATCAGA
+
?>DDB?00:09?@C:6?B>IFHEAHEDHEABIE?<<+D<:<DDDDBB?@?

From the experiment result, we can see that the base characters complement each by each, and also
see that all the complement characters and its quality scores are reversed.
Summary
In the initial sequence reads, there are some bases characters with specified quality score value need
mask with mask by quality score software. Then, there are many sequence reads need the reverse
complement with reverse-complement software. For mask by quality score software, the base
characters are always masked by “N”. For reverse-complement software, reverse is means that reverse
the base characters order of the sequence reads, and complement is means that complement between
the four nitrogenous bases. The above two software have been integrated into Galaxy.
For learning the masking and reverse complement method of the sequence reads, we do the
experiments on Galaxy with the selecting initial sequence reads. In the masking experiment, we
respectively set quality score as 20, 25, 30 with mask by quality score software, and can see the
experiment results are correct with each quality score setting. In the reverse complement experiment,
we can see the experiment result is very exact including the quality scores of the base characters.
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